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_______________________________________________________________ 

QI ) Choose the right answer and put tick mark against it . 

1) Who was Shetty ? 

a) magician                        b) joker 

c)teacher                               d) judge  

    2) Which tree protected Shetty from rain ? 

     a) The fir tree                        b) The pine tree  

     c) The apple tree                   d) The Ashoka tree . 

   3) Shetty granted ________ wishes to the fir tree . 

   a) two                      b) five            c) one                   d) four . 

   4)`I wish I had glass leaves instead .’ 

     Who said these words ? 

a) Shetty said                                b) The fir tree said  

c)The woodcutter said                  d) The goat said . 

5) The fir tree was sad . 

a) It had yellow leaves .                 a) It had red leaves 

c) It had needle like leaves            d)It had colourful leaves . 
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6) A man came along and stole the gold leaves. 

Select the adjective . 

a) Man                     b)came               c) gold                   d) leaves        

QII) Write the opposites of the following . 

a) Polite x___________        b) important x ___________. 

 c)healthy x ___________     d) patient x ______________. 

e) pure   x _____________     f) possible x _____________. 

QIII) Rewrite the sentences using the opposites of the underlined 

word . 

1) Soham hates to  eat vegetables . 

Ans - _____________________________________________________. 

2) It is safe to cross the highway . 

Ans - ______________________________________________________. 

3) Reshma dislikes bittergourd . 

Ans - ______________________________________________________. 

4) Suresh is a dishonest person . 

Ans - 

___________________________________________________________. 

QIV) Write four things that make people happy . 

Ans - 

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________ 

QV ) Write about the importance of trees . 

Ans________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________ 
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